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Objectives

- To connect health and housing
- To suggest ways to work with hospital community benefit programs
Hospital Legal Requirements

- 1956 – Financial Ability Standard
- 1969 – Community Benefit Standard
- 2008 – IRS Form 990, Schedule H for Hospitals
- 2010 – Affordable Care Act
- 2014 – IRS Rules
Community Benefit - Process

- Build an infrastructure
- Assess community need – mandated
- Plan for community health improvement – mandated
- Evaluate effectiveness – mandated
- Tell the community benefit story
Community Benefit - Definition

A program or activity must respond to a demonstrated health-related community need and seek to achieve at least one community benefit objective such as:

- Improved population health
- Increased access to health
Is Improved Housing “Health”?

- Hospitals petitioning IRS to recognize
- If evidence, can report as community health improvement
Is There Evidence?

- Poor/unsafe housing can cause poor health
- Poor/unsafe housing can aggravate poor health
- Poor health can lead to inadequate housing
How to Interface with Hospitals?

- Leader to leader
- Staff to staff
- Existing community committees
- Common interests – can we help solve each other’s problems?
Trends in Community Benefit

- Moving from random acts of kindness to strategic thinking
- Moving from silos to collaboration
- Moving from counting to evaluation
- Moving toward public health collaboration, approaches and tools
- Moving toward community partnerships